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Aquaponics as an alternative for growing 
vegetables

The vegetable consumption has been expanding due to factors 
such as population growth, changes in consumer eating habits and 
other behavioral trends in the population. In addition, the consumer 
of vegetables is becoming more demanding, and it is necessary to 
increase the quantity produced and also the quality of this product, 
such as, for example, clean production and the implementation 
of an organic production system, but which maintains the supply 
throughout the year. With the increasing consumption of food, there 
is still a significant impact on the demand for water. Studies point out 
that in Brazil almost half of the water used in agriculture is wasted,1 
which imposes enormous pressure on the sectors involved in food 
production, in which the optimization of space and natural resources 
is done development of integrated production systems is necessary.2,3

The aquaponics (Figure 1), fits into a technological production 
system, which has as bases, the recycling of water and nutrients 
present in it, which come from the feeding of fish in cultivation.4,5 
From this technological system, it is possible to create aquatic 
organisms integrated with the hydroponics system, so that there are 
mutual benefits within the aquaponic system and optimization of the 
resources used such as space, energy, water and fertilizers.6,7

Fish residues are used as fertilizers for plant production, and their 
cultivation acts to remove compounds, especially nitrogenous, which 
in excess can harm the development of fish, acting on the quality of the 
water used in fish farming.4,6,8,9 Inorganic nitrogen fertilizers also have 
high values, which leads to high costs of agricultural production.10 

The circulation of nutrients begins with the feeding of the fish, and 
the protein in the diet is excreted by the organisms in the form of 
ammonia (NH3 and 𝑁𝐻4 +), which is oxidized to nitrite (𝑁𝑂2−) 
by the oxidizing bacteria and then converted to nitrate (𝑁𝑂3−) by 
nitrifying bacteria (Pseudomonas, Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter). 
The aquaponics is conceptualizingas a technique that integrates 
aquaculture and hydroponics in a closed symbiotic cycle, in which 
aquatic organisms serve as a fertilizer supplier, and plants as water 
purifiers.11

Figure 1 Aquaponic system (Illustration: vicente henrique). 
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Abstract

With the increase in the consumption of vegetables due to the increase in the population 
and the tendency to change the consumer’s eating habits, the demand for water in the 
production process of these foods also grows, requiring the production systems more 
efficient in terms of space utilization and natural resources. Aquaponics has gained 
attention for being considered a sustainable system that uses the residues of the creation of 
aquatic organisms for the cultivation of plants, thus having a water and nutrients recycling, 
in addition to the possibility of having a vertical distribution, optimizing the space. This 
production system is very interesting due to the possibility of being implemented in homes, 
serving as a complement to a family’s diet, and the surplus can be sold in nearby markets, 
contributing to the local microeconomics, in addition to issues involving human health and 
nutrition, valuing local culture and environmental education. Following the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) established by the UN, this food production technique fits 
into the “Zero Hunger and Sustainable Agriculture” objective, as it provides quality food, 
closer to the consumer and produced with low inclusion of industrial fertilizers, in addition 
to recognized by FAO as a potential alternative to Smart Agriculture for the climate 
(Climate-smart agriculture-CSA). However, for its implantation on a commercial scale 
in the country, it is necessary to carry out adequate studies on planning and marketing, 
aiming to define strategically which are the markets that can be served by the products of 
the aquaponic systems, and also on what possibilities can be created or models should be 
structured considering the technology used within the system.
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The aquaponics has gained attention as a biointegrated food 
production system that can be performed in large-scale recirculation 
systems (Figure 2), or even in homemade systems for own 
consumption (Figure 3).12 This production system offers a series of 
benefits for being an integrated cultivation modality, where a second 
crop uses the wastes of a first crop for its benefit and for the benefit 
of the environment.13 In addition, because water is reused,6 there is 
a decrease in the use of inorganic fertilizers, improving health and 
supplying food for human nutrition and poverty reduction.

Figure 2 Aquaponic system commercial (Font: https://www.ciclovivo.com.br). 

Figure 3 Homemade aquaponic system (Font: Federal University of Paraná). 

Other cultural and social aspects within the aquaponic system 
can also be addressed, such as, for example, the valorization of local 
culture and, mainly, environmental education, factors that linked to 
the commercialization capacity of the final products obtained in the 
aquaponic system, contribute to the development sustainable14–16 
(BUSS et al, 2015). Many studies are being developed, considering 
aquaponics as an emerging technology, being this modality an 
alternative to produce food in a more sustainable way.4

The aquaponic system can have different layouts, distributions, 
dimensions and technologies, directly affecting the value of the 
initial investment. However, for its implementation one must have a 
minimum knowledge about the biology of the species to be introduced 
in the system. Since fish and plants depend on the same water, both 
need adequate temperature, availability of nutrients and specific pH 
levels.17

Many studies are developed to prove the economic viability 
of aquatic vegetable and aquatic organism production.2,6,18–21 Was 
investigated the viability of aquaponic production in the state of 
Hawaii through a case study carried out on three producing farms, 
the study found that even small scale production farms obtained 
profitable rates, indicating that aquaponics can be a viable option 
for the production of vegetables and fish for local markets.22 Another 
study was analyzed an integrated tilapia and lettuce production 
system, considered a practical and profitable enterprise.23 However, 
some studies report that if this production system is not implemented 
and managed correctly, resulting in unprofitable production.24 Another 
relevant factor is the inclusion of small producers, family farmers and 
women in the productive environment. As it is a clean production 
technology and without the need for a lot of labor, the system’s 
adhesion becomes increasingly greater, being for own consumption or 
supplementing the family income.

These studies show that the aquaponic system can be profitable, 
however, requiring greater visibility and public perception of 
aquaponics.25 since most researchers address factors such as reducing 
the cost linked to the system, when marketing studies and consumer 
behaviors could be implemented, aiming to increase the visibility of 
the system.26,27 To implement sustainable food production systems that 
use more efficient technologies (such as aquaponics), it is essential 
to consider the structural factors in a broad way, in addition to the 
technical and physiological needs at the heart of food production and 
behavior consumption among consumers.4 Several authors highlight 
the importance of consumer feeling for the development of an 
aquaponic industry18,28–30 and for sustainable agriculture in general.31

The aquaponic system is still relatively new.4 The author found that 
in Europe there is public investment in research for the development 
of aquaponic systems, however in the case of using this system as 
a business enterprise, there is no incentive from investing agencies. 
Evidencing the need to increase the visibility and feelingof the whole 
public about the possibilities of the system, be it for recreation, but 
also as an alternative source of income. In Brazil, the system is even 
more beginner, however promising since universities and private 
companies are increasingly invested in the diffusion and creation 
of innovative technologies adapted to the condition of the country.
However, in Brazil has commercial aquaponic systems that are already 
established and operating, as the INMED Aquaponics(southwest 
region), Aquanature, Aquaponia Hulha Negra, AQP Brasil (south 
region), among other systems.

The supply of high nutritional value foods to low-income 
consumers is currently one of the main objectives pursued, in order 
to implement and meet the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
established by the UN, which surround food security and better 
nutrition.32 The production and consumption of fish and vegetables 
can improve the sustainability of food systems4. Therefore, the use of 
sustainable systems that can be implemented in a homemade way, such 
as aquaponics, is a strategic alternative for food production, falling 
under the “Zero Hunger and Sustainable Agriculture” objective, as it 
provides quality food, closer to the consumer and produced with low 
inclusion of industrial fertilizers, in addition to being recognized by 
FAO as a potential alternative to Smart Agriculture for the climate 
(Climate-smart agriculture-CSA).33

Conclusion
Aquaponic systems are emergent production systems that enable 

the creation of aquatic organisms and the cultivation of vegetables, 
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through the integration of production systems, which occurs by 
recycling nutrients in the water from fish, which have nitrogen 
compounds used by plants for its development. In this way, aquaponics 
has become an interesting system, which has commonly been 
built at home and studied worldwide, as a possibility of producing 
sustainable food, given the low inclusion of inorganic fertilizers, and 
the generation of alternative income.

However, for its implementation on a commercial scale in the 
country, it is necessary to carry out adequate studies on planning and 
marketing, aiming to define strategically which are the markets that 
can be served by the products of the aquaponic systems, and also 
on what possibilities can be created or models should be structured 
considering the technology used within the system.

Considering that fish consumption in Brazil is low, the use of 
an aquaponic system, even if recreational for families, can be an 
alternative to bring Brazilians closer to aquatic organisms, sustainable 
food production and still meet the Sustainable Development Goals 
defined by ONU.
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